
Dear Friend,

The Pediatric Retinal Research Foundation (PRRF) not only provides support for families like Robin’s 
but also works tirelessly to champion the quest for a cure. A community of passionate supporters, 
physicians, advocates and families, PRRF funds and performs research to one-day answer the questions 
Robin’s mother – and countless others like her – find themselves asking after their child is born with a 
blinding pediatric retinal disease.

By offering genetic testing – at no cost to families – our one-of-a-kind lab focuses on translational basic 
science research targeting pediatric vasoporliferative disorders.  However, current methods of genetic 
testing are slow, limited in their gene sequencing range, and costly for PRRF to perform.

That is why I write to you today. To further our research and provide faster and more comprehensive 
genetic testing to our families, PRRF is seeking to purchase new gene sequencing technology. This new 
technology would:

• Enable high throughput data acquisition (96 samples as opposed to 16)
• Cut the costs associated with testing by nearly 80%
• Help uncover new genetic mutations and clarify the important pathways in retinal development 

and healing     

What does that mean for our families?  Faster, more comprehensive results that will help families find 
the answer they’ve been searching for – Why us? Why my child?

While the benefits of this new technology are vast, PRRF has not been able to purchase it because 
of the daunting $50,000 cost. But you can help! We’ve been lucky to have an anonymous donor step 
forward to help defray the costs with a matching challenge, but we still need you. Every gift you make 
from now until December 31 will be matched dollar for dollar, up to $20,000. That means your gift 
will be doubled!  

When Robin was born without the 
ability to see we were completely 
caught off guard. We struggled 
with a sense of guilt as we were 
left guessing about possible 
causes. We felt powerless.

~ Elizabeth, mother 
Stage 5B FEVR (bilateral retinal detachment)

HOPE FOR VISION



It is only by increasing our understanding of gene mutations that we can continue to work toward 
developing therapies to better treat patients and, hopefully, find a cure. 

On behalf of Robin’s family and the thousands of other families we help, I ask that you join with 
us as we expand our research capabilities. Please consider making a financial contribution today.  
Remember, gifts made prior to December 31 will be matched up to $20,000.

Sincerely,

Dr. Antonio Capone, Jr.
President, The Pediatric Retinal Research Foundation (PRRF)

“Because of testing, we now 
understand the factors that led 
to Robin’s diagnosis and why the 
eye abnormalities were so severe.  
Knowing that expanded research – 
made possible with the new gene 
sequencing technology PRRF hopes 
to purchase – will bring us closer 
to finding treatments to help our 
daughter and other children, gives 
us a sense of hope.”

To learn more about PRRF and the latest in pediatric retinal research, visit: www.pediatricrrf.org.


